
PRESS RELEASE 
Trialling of dry sorter coal-beneficiation solution targeted for 2019 
7 December 2018: Mounting stress on South Africa’s water resources, combined with 
growing concerns about the environmental impact of mining operations, make Aury Africa’s 
400 tph dry sorting technology ideal for environmentally-conscious mining houses. 

Aury Africa aims to bring its first dry separator to South Africa for trial at a coal mine in 2019, 
Business Development Manager George Sturgeon reveals. Aury Africa, a subsidiary of design and 
construction coal group DADI Engineering Development Group, is in discussions with its sister 
company Meiteng Technology Group to bring in its Telligent Dry Separator (TDS). 

The TDS was developed by high-technology company Tianjin Meiteng Technology, another DADI 
subsidiary, in 2015. Aury Africa launched the technology locally at the South African Coal Processing 
Society’s biennial conference in Secunda in September 2017. At that time, three operating mines in 
China were using the equipment. 

The TDS constitutes intelligent dry separation technology. Aury Africa Managing Director Sydney 
Parkhouse explains that “basically coal is conveyed on an enclosed conveying system, single layered. 
The enclosed system, which incorporates dual X-ray technology, is simple to operate.” It can be 
retrofitted to an existing coal-processing plant in various configurations. 

The system features image-identification technology, with the separator accurately identifying and 
separating coal without using water or any other medium. There is also no slime generation, with 
the TDS subsequently producing a higher yield of coarse coal at low operational cost at an increased 
return-on-investment, compared to conventional process systems. 

The technology can process 300 mm to 50 mm and 100 mm to 25 mm raw coal, with an upper 
throughput  of about 400 tph. The higher tonnage output makes the TDS more efficient compared to 
competitor dry sorter technology. Aury Africa is continuously striving to improve the technology’s 
separation capabilities in order to achieve coal sizing down to 12 mm. 

Sturgeon highlights that the technology is fully automated and modular, with a self-diagnostic 
system. “The longer the unit runs, the more accurate it becomes – the margin of reject material 
compared to coal is reduced, as the TDS learns and adapts continuously,” Parkhouse adds. 

Aury Africa Production and Support Manager John Wills points out that the fact that the TDS does 
not use any water during operation makes it a fundamentally invaluable technology for ‘greening’ 
the coal-mining industry. “There is increasing focus from mines to be environment-friendly, with 
significant pressure on the coal industry to go ‘green’ – this technology is a push in that direction.”  

South Africa is intrinsically a semi-arid country, with available water resources divided among 
different sectors. This technology is therefore a means of minimising water use in the mining 
industry in particular. Major coal-mining companies have expressed interest in the TDS, and Aury 
Africa is in subsequent discussion with these companies to adopt the technology locally. 

Parkhouse mentions that, in August last year, seven TDS systems had either been commissioned, or 
contracts had been signed. Currently, 46 systems are either operational, being commissioned, or 
contracts signed. “The growth has been exponential, owing to its successes in the field,” he adds. 

Aury Africa is considering different applications for the TDS in the complete mineral beneficiation 
chain. For example, a four tonne sample from a manganese mine in the Northern Cape was sent to 
Tianjin in China in July for separation trials using the TDS.  



“Aury Africa invites interested mining companies to submit their mineral samples to Tianjin to be 
trialled on the TDS, until such time as the equipment available in South Africa,” Sturgeon highlights. 
The mineral and reject material must be trialled to differentiate X-ray absorption rates. The 
computer software is programmed by the development of algorithms during the trialling period, 
after which the equipment is set up accordingly. 

“Aury Africa invites mining partners across the commodity spectrum to see how the TDS can 
improve yield and quality at their mines, and ultimately reduce operating and maintenance costs. 
The company is open to procure units for clients in South Africa to trial at their mines, and to show 
them the benefits of the TDS system,” Wills concludes. 

Ends 

Connect with Aury Africa on Social Media to receive the company’s latest news 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/AuryAfrica/  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/aury-africa-0879850954/ 

Notes to the Editor 
To download hi-res images for this release, please visit media.ngage.co.za and click the Aury Africa 
link to view the company’s press office. 

About Aury Africa 
Aury Africa’s goal is to provide the best innovative screening and vibrating equipment solutions and 
services to the African mining market. Aury Africa takes advantage of the economies of scale 
provided by large-scale Chinese production from its ISO-9001 accredited sister company, Aury 
(Tianjin), with the aid and assistance of technical know-how developed in Australia and South Africa. 

Aury also has a sound research and design capability, backed up by the technical expertise of a 
number of engineers who boast extensive experience in vibration technology within the mining 
sector. Aury design engineers think outside the box to provide traditional vibrating technology with 
leading-edge thinking and design techniques to produce innovative capital equipment that is 
superior to anything on the market today. 
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